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CANADA AT WAR

^pHE round table set out to discuss Canada's war effort in

its military, industrial, economic, and administrative

aspects. It was apparent from the beginning that all discussion

would begin with the changed conditions resulting from the fall

of France.

There were, from the round table's point of view, two impor-

tant consequences of that event. The first was that speed

became a dominating factor, and the Canadian effort had to be

improvised in a measure to meet new, changed, and increased

demands. The second was that the strategical picture of the

war had greatly enlarged, and this factor not only altered the

extent of Canada's participation, but also raised the question

of Canada's role in the strategical direction of the war.

In all four fields under review, there seemed throughout the

discussion to be two questions asked to which no clear-cut and
satisfactory answer could be given. The first concerned Canada's
position on the Allied board of strategy. What part does Canada
play in planning—in so far as the defending side may plan—for

the future conduct of the war? The second question is a corol-

lary of this, and is, it would appear, the real reason for asking the

first at all. Has there been a sufficient attempt to plan for the

future disposition of Canada's resources and man-power in

knowledge of present and future needs of Allied strategy? On
the answer to this question would appear to hang the whole
disputed question of the most effective use of priorities and
rationing.

In the following examination of the various aspects of the

Canadian effort, the implications of these questions can be

studied in some detail.

Military Effort

It was widely understood, following Mr. King's announce-

ment of September 7, 1939, that the emphasis in the Canadian
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war effort was to be on the economic side. That is not
to minimize, of course, her contribution to the Commonwealth
Air Training Scheme or to other military ends. Additional

military aid was to take the following forms: a small

selective expeditionary force (to exclude key industrial workers)

;

certain specialist groups for army work; the maintenance of her

own defences and coastal patrols; a Canadian Air Force, and a

small amount of naval convoy.

Today Canada has 250,000 men on active service and 175,000

in reserve, quite apart from the stepping up of all other commit-
ments. This looks like misdirection to some who see this war
as one of small, highly equipped, very mobile armies. They
incline to see this army as the response to demand for total

participation, by a public which is still thinking in terms of the

mass armies of the Great War, and have not been educated to

the needs of the present struggle. On the other hand, it is main-
tained that it is necessary to have a large pool of men with
elementary training in order to select from it those who will

eventually make up the skilled striking force.

Again it is contended that the lessons learned in this war,

that an air force is not only mobile artillery, but also a mobile

army, are not being made use of in the training; in fact the

whole question of the purpose of the training has not been made
clear or thought out. However, the reverse side of that picture

would seem to be that at present the defending side is not in a

position to do more than meet attack, and that in any case,

training to date in Canada has been of an elementary or general

kind, except in the case of those troops who are on active service

overseas. A final point brought forward for consideration is that

Germany has traditionally sent much of her best brain power
into the army; while in Canada the parallel tradition has been

towards business. Has the time come to try to offer special

inducements to change that tradition in order that over the long

period, and without reflection on the quality but rather the

quantity of Canada's peace-time army intellect, a higher pro-

portion of young Canadian ability should seek a career in the

services?

Basically, however, the question seems to be how large an

army can we raise without hampering our industrial effort.

Adequate information for answering this question is not,

unfortunately, at present available.
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Industrial Effort

That is not to say that the task of industry is clearly defined.

The first essential after the fall of France was, of course, speed,

and with this in mind the government is committed to an expen-

diture of over $500 million, representing 90 per cent of the capital

investment in new planes for war industry, the other 10 per cent

being financed privately. A great deal of the new plant has

taken the form of additions to old, and is therefore in Eastern

Canada, as there was no time to pick, choose, and take too many
political considerations into account.

That the driving force of this imperative need bore results,

the April release of the Canadian Legation in Washington bears

witness. The figures for aircraft production, ship-building, and
tank, Bren gun, 3-inch mortar, 25 pound field gun, A.A. gun,

anti-tank gun, and Lee-Enfield productions, show that some
"greasing up" has taken place, but it is impossible to tell from
the statistics themselves to what extent these weapons were
being produced or just going to be produced. Nor is information

available about present production in terms of potential pro-

duction, so that the picture of the "greasing up" process is

necessarily fragmentary.

The Hyde Park agreement is an indication, perhaps, of what
has been called "continental rationalization," and it would seem
to follow that the nearer the United States gets to war the closer

will be the interrelation of industry in the two countries. While
it is true that the United States needs such things from us as

zinc, nickel, aluminium, and will continue to need them in in-

creasing amounts, Canada needs much more from the United
States, and it is probable that under the Hyde Park agreement
the United States will more and more help furnish Canada with

American dollars by buying from Canada goods to be shipped

to Britain under the Lend-Lease Act.

However, just how far continental or international ration-

alization of industry can go would seem to depend on a still

further amount of uniformity in the field of specifications. It is

not even advisable, so we are told, to have too much uniformity

and the difficulties of what was called the "Battle of Specifica-

tions" have been over-emphasized; yet at the same time the

considerable divergence of American and British designs has

caused more than a little difficulty to Canadian industry. Bridg-

ing that divergence and finding methods of transference has to
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some extent been the kind of planning that has fallen to Canada's
lot.

So far Canadian industry has not more than begun to feel

the pinch of scarcities, though it may well be doing so by autumn.
The first lack is in some classes of specially skilled workers, with
a near scarcity in steel appearing. Already unofficial priorities

have been put into effect by the Controllers, in the building

trades and for steel, but that is not to say that these scarcities

are real on more than a temporary level of production. There
is as yet no overall labour shortage, although there was a period

of sharp labour turnover while the Youth Training Plan was
adjusted to meet the changed (post-Dunkirk) situation, because

the Training Plan had concentrated at first on teaching military-

age youth the new skills of the aircraft industry.

If in the coming year priorities and rationing become man-
datory, there is bound to be a considerable dislocation in the

distributing trades and the government will be put under pres-

sure to lessen restrictions. It is felt that on this point the

government should be fortified by a strong public opinion, con-

scious of the need for restrictive action. That compensation for

the workers engaged in injured trades can be arranged and other

occupation provided would seem to go without saying in a

country engaged in total war. The only question which re-

mained here was whether compensation ought to be provided.

However, the position of Canadian labour in this industrial

scene is somewhat difficult to determine. There is in the first

place no one organization in Canada which represents organized

labour as a whole, as the T.U.C. does in England. There are in

Canada four principal labour organizations, the Trades and
Labour Congress, the All-Canadian Congress of Labour, the

Canadian Federation of Labour, and the Confederation of

Catholic Workers, of which the first two have perhaps the most
right to be called national, in both a geographic and representa-

tive sense. It is easily seen from this that it is a difficult matter

to get a clear conception of labour's policies. These organiza-

tions, however, do represent a good cross-section of the working
people of the Dominion, and they believe that each has its own
sphere of influence, in which its advice and collaboration with

the government might be most useful. There has not been,

some think, much tendency on the part of the government to

make sufficient use of labour as a partner in the war effort by
providing labour with places on policy-making boards, and espe-
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cially on directorates appointed to control government-financed

industries; rather its representation has been confined to the

Labour Supply Council and to boards where its function is limi-

ted in scope. This attitude of "friendly frigidity" has had the

effect of reducing labour's responsibility as a partner and of

increasing its suspicions that it may become a major war casualty.

It is argued that labour, without the responsibilities of active

partnership (a state of affairs impossible in Canada in the strictly

political sense, as there is no Labour party), has been eager to

raise its standard of living beyond that of the depression years

and loath to give up any of its hard-won concessions regarding

conditions of work, especially if there is any ground for doubting

whether the sacrifices would chiefly benefit the war effort or the

employers. It is also contended by labour that the principle of

equality of sacrifice does not at present require a greater contri-

bution from wage-earners but rather from the higher income
groups.

In addition, it would appear that during the past year prob-

lems relating to the re-employment of those laid off during the

depression have caused some unrest, notably where employers

have been unprepared to accept a lower standard of production

than that to which they had become accustomed while they were

using only the cream of labour during the depression years.

The fact that some of the workers produced by the Youth
Training Scheme, for the new aircraft industry, were suddenly

called upon for military service, in view of the large increases in

army requirements, has already been commented upon. Since

then the plan has been readjusted to retrain older men and use

men rejected by the armed services. However, as full male
employment becomes a reality, the problems attendant upon
employing women to do men's work will have to be considered,

and here labour feels that the guiding principle should be "equal

pay for equal work."
The crux of the labour problem would appear, however, to

be in the realm of information. It is unfortunate that the labour

employment service is undergoing reorganization just at the time

when it is imperative to speed up industry. It is equally unfor-

tunate that the results of the National Registration have not

been as useful as it was hoped as a means of labour information,

but the fact remains that unnecessary labour shortages may
occur because of lack of information—for example, about the

number of ship-builders there are in Canada who are now doing
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other work and who might be made available for that which they
are best fitted to do. This lack of information on the part of

the government and of labour itself, and the minimum use of

labour unions to assist in obtaining it, seems to make it extremely
difficult to plan ahead of time for the amount and nature of the

labour force that may be required.

Lastly it was suggested that strengthened labour organiza-

tions would not only add to the usefulness of trades unions for

their members, but also increase their contribution to the war
effort.

Finance

Any discussion of war finance must deal with such difficult

conceptions as the "psychological ceiling" of direct taxation and
the " physiological minimum wage rate." Between these two
"indefinables" is the range within which taxation of the present

orthodox kind must operate. Outside this range the difference

between the government's income and expenditure must be

made up by borrowing. The amount of borrowing is limited by
estimates of the present psychological ceiling and the basic wage
necessary for a decent standard of living. Inflation, the last

resort of those whose duty it is to finance the war effort, is of

course the least desirable in that it affects the prospects of the

other two methods, being particularly harmful to the "basic"

wage. It is nevertheless the most tempting in that it is, for a

time at any rate, the least noticed method. It could thus be

used for whittling away the untaxed and unborrowed increases

in wage rate and other incomes.

The concept of the psychological ceiling is, of course, one
which only holds good at a given time. What people would not

pay last year, they will gladly pay now, from which it follows

that rates of taxation and borrowing must be revised as speedily

as changes in public psychology will permit. The extent to

which the psychological ceiling can be deliberately raised by
propaganda has not yet been fully explored.

It seems generally agreed that the 1941 budget was a master-

piece of the new financial orthodoxy, but it raises two questions

to which answers will have to be found. First, how far can

direct taxation go? And second, are the resources of financial

orthodoxy adequate for the purposes of a maximum effort?

In answer to the first, it soon becomes apparent that no
schedule or formula can be devised which will call forth sacri-
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fices from all sections of the community, let alone from all indi-

viduals. No adequate plan of taxation could be put into opera-

tion to accomplish this end, even if it could be devised—its own
complexity would make it unworkable. Nevertheless the neces-

sity of tapping all available sources of revenue for war purposes

centres attention on the existing inequalities, especially in the

minds of those who bear the heaviest load. An example may
be seen in the feeling that a disproportionately small share of

the rise in wage incomes was tapped by the current budget.

That feeling, of course, may not be justified. It may be that

those increases in wage incomes did no more than allow wage-
earners to replenish stocks of goods which had run low during

the depression. On the other hand, there has been a very con-

siderable increase in buying non-essential consumed goods, such

as jewellery, which are not by any means necessary replacements.

In either case, increased buying of this sort, necessary or unneces-

sary, is apt to set up an inflationary movement unless it is

checked by penalty taxes or priorities or rationing.

As higher taxation has not up till now restricted sales suffi-

ciently, other methods of restriction are becoming necessary.

The relative failure of penalty taxes to restrict the sale of expen-

sive makes of cars in recent months is a case in point, though
other factors, such as anticipation of actual prohibition, may
have operated here to some extent. If the penalty taxes were
not high enough, they could easily be remedied by higher rates,

but it is an open question whether the slowness of the penalty

tax does not rule it out in competition with the direct method
of rationing, which would not only be quicker but would also

see to it that scarce commodities would go to those whose need
is greatest. It is true that rationing demands more bureau-

cratic control, but its success is more assured, particularly as it

cannot be defeated by advertising, instalment selling, or other

sales devices.

The chief difficulties of rationing lie on the administrative

side. Quite apart from the complicated bureaucratic machinery
necessary, rationing shares with taxation the objection that it

bears unequally on persons in different circumstances, though
perhaps to a lesser degree. In a country like Canada, for exam-
ple, the question of when is a motor car a luxury may not be

easy to answer. It is held by some, moreover, that it is harder

to ration the sales of new and used cars, than the sales of gasoline

or other consumable goods which are bought fairly regularly.
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Administration

All these problems illustrate the unprecedented task which
faced Canada in the year 1940. A very considerable degree of

success has attended Canada's war efforts at readjustment, but
it is clear that to wage war on the scale now being attempted
entails an unparalleled amount of planning and co-ordination

which in their turn demand hitherto unexplored techniques of

organization. To meet the situation the government has set

up a variety of boards for the purpose of regulating supply,

controlling prices and foreign exchange, and attempting to allo-

cate resources. From some points of view many of these boards

functioned admirably, but there is still a considerable body of

opinion which feels much remains to be done in the way of intel-

ligent co-ordination at the top. The War Cabinet, for example,

has so many departmental duties, and so many obligations to

Parliament, that it cannot effectively plan the maximum utiliza-

tion of our resources. "Total war," these critics argue, cannot

be fought on the incentive of a free profit economy. The govern-

ment must have the power to prevent frustration of its aims.

And at the present time twenty-four hours a day is not enough
time for the overworked War Cabinet to perform its policy-

making functions, hampered as it by is the foregoing obligations.

Similarly while admirable work is no doubt being done within

departments, there is a lack of interdepartmental co-ordination

—

in short, that industrial effort is not yet sufficiently co-ordinated

with fiscal, price, and labour policies. The Department of

Supply is the dynamic factor in the Canadian economy today.

It, so it is claimed, is largely in control of business men, and a

successful business man is one who minds his own business.

Concentrating on that he is not apt to be acutely aware of the

implications of what he is doing on the economy as a whole.

Consequently planning and co-ordination are all the more neces-

sary. The kind of co-ordination and planning which this body
of opinion feels we most lack is research and the devising of

alternate plans, prior, and as an aid, to the determination of

policy. There should be three steps in the implementation of

policy: first, this preliminary research work; second, the adop-

tion of policy in the light of the first; and third, planning the

best means of carrying out the chosen policy.

Against this it is argued that while the War Cabinet is un-

doubtedly working under terrific pressure, a majority of the
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members are relatively free from administrative duties. Bodies

like the Economic Advisory Council and the Department of

Finance do at present act as co-ordinating influences, while over-

lapping personnel on the various committees works in the same
direction. In addition, the Inter-Service Priority Committee
and the Labour Co-ordination Committee aim to allocate, di-

rectly or indirectly, the necessary supplies of man-power to

needed ends. Thus, it is maintained, the problems of planning

and co-ordinating are attended to by bodies which have grown
up naturally to meet real needs, which are flexible enough to be

applied to emergencies and which may be allowed to lapse, or

be reconstituted in the face of changing conditions.

This, proponents claim, is a natural growth which will im-

prove with practice, and which avoids the handicap of making
changing fact fit theory. The opposite point of view maintains

that while the system may function admirably, for the purpose

of carrying out policy, there still remains a need for planning as

an aid to the formation of policy.
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